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count.nes. '1 hereíore a great att entlOn lS nevotel to tne eXplOratlOn of .LIgnite deposlts. 

Expensive drilling boreholes is supplernented HlY relatively cheaper seísrnic reflectíon 
lneasurenlents. 

Numerical modelling of seismíc wavefields may in:fiuence the rneasurement tech
nique and interpretation of the measured datl. Reflection ray tracing method was 
used to study the propagation of reflected P w�ves in faulted lignite seam model. 

1. INTRODJTION 

Geologieal situation in lignite eoal basins i� frequently eomplex due to fault sys
tems and lens-shaped coneretions at partie-dlar horizons. These inhomogeneities 
have a negative influence on the open-pit mirling works [Tselentis 1995]. So the re
sults of a detailed seismic reflection exploratiJn eombined wíth the boreho1e results 
are very va.luable and useful, both for the e:±eavation of the deposits and for the 
aecurate estimate of the amount of resource�J . vVell performed seismic survey will 
save a number of expensive drilling boreholes. 

The aim oť this paper is to use the algoríth s and routines proposed by [Červený, 
Klimeš & Pšenčík 1988] for building the simRle velo city model of lignite seam and 
for eomputation of reflected P waves by the tay method. 

2. LIGNITE SEAl MODEL 

Faulted lignite seam velo city model, that J1epresents possible situation in lign
. 

ite 
basin, is studied. Parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1 and the model 
is plotted at figures 1- 4. There are different V1lalues of thiekness left and right to the 
fault for upper bed and bottom layer. Cartes�an co-ordinate system was used with 
the origin at the upper left corner of the mOdFl. Xl eo-ordinate points rightwards, 
X2 eo-ordinate is eonstant and X3 co-ordinate points downwards. Size of the model 
is Xl min = O, Xl max = 400, X3 min = O, x3mlx = 100 [mJ. 

The eoal seam and the bottom Iayer are dil(lOeated by a fault with the following 
parameters: 
a) corner point of the fault is at the co-ordinl tes Xl = 50, X3 = 60 [m], 
b) coal seam is shifted 10 m downwards by tHe fault, 
c) the slope of the fauIt is defined by the rela�ion 6X3/6X1 = 2/1. 
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TABLE 1. 

layer (complex block) lhickness [mj P waVe velociiy [mls] 

I surface layer (CEl) 10- 500 .LV 

upper bed (CB2) 50,60 2800 
t I 

eoal seam (CB3) 15 1400 

bottom layer (CB4) 25, 15 2800 

Numerieal description of the velo city model was performed by the means de
scribed by [Cerven)!, Klimeš & Pšenčík 1988]. Figures 1- 4 show the physical unit s 
of the model, complex blocks (CB). The complex blocks, that constitute the model, 
are limited by the boundaries of the model and interfaces. 

3. REFLECTION RAY TRACING 

Ray pa.ths and tra.vel times of refl.eded P waves were computed using the FOR

TRAN77 subroutine packages lvIODEL and CRT [Klimeš 1994]. Figures 1- 4 show 

rays and travel times in the lignite seam model. The figures aIso illustrate the mea
surement geometry. Two sources Ioca.ted at the surfa.ce (X3 = O) were used. The 
first source has coordinate Xl = O and the second source Xl = 108 [ml . The second 
SOUl'ce was Iocated at the position where the rays from the :first SOluce were not 

fouud . Ray quant.ities were computed for 120 receivers located at the surface with 
interval of 3 meters and the first receiver had co-ordinates Xl = 3, X3 = O [m] . Fig
ures 1-4 were plottecl by FORTRAN computer program that utilizes GKS graphic 

library [Konopásková, Bucha 1996]. 

4. DrSCUSSION 

Refiections of P waves in the simple lignite seam model were computed. The 
first results show, tha.t it is possible to use MODEL ancl CRT subl'outine paclcages 
for such computations. In the next step more complex models and measurement 

geometries will be studied. Computed theoretical ray quantities should inftuence 
parameters of :field measurement.s and help to interpret the measured data. 
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FIG. 1. Computed ray paths and travel times oť P wave retlected 
by the eoal seam in lignite seam model. Co-ordinates oť 
the source are Xl = O, X3 = O [ml· 
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FIG.2. Computed ray paths and travel times of P wave refleeted 
by the bottom layer in lignite seam model. Co-ordinates 

of the source are Xl = 0, X3 = ° lm]. 
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FIG. 3. Computed ray paths and travel times of P wave reflected 
by the coal seam in lignite seam model. Co-ordina-tes of 
the source are Xl = 108, X3 = O [mJ . 
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FIG.4. Computed ray paths and travel times of P wave reflected 
by the bottom layer in lignite seam model. Co-ordinates 

of the source are Xl = 108, X3 = O [mJ . 
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